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Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 2,000? 1)

a)      2,008 b)      1,971 c)      1,101 d)     1,986 e)      2,908 f )     1,977

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 960?2)

a)      952 b)      957 c)      959 d)      956 e)      967 f )      954

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 420? 3)

a)      419 b)     414 c)      417 d)      426 e)      416 f )      418

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 1,300?4)

a)      1,354 b)     1,207 c)     1,285 d)      1,310 e)      1,268 f )      1,244

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 70? 5)

a)      74 b)      62 c)      71 d)      77 e)      69 f )      65

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 900?6)

a)      877 b)      957 c)      862 d)     818 e)      921 f )    802

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 530?7)

a)      526 b)     532 c)      524 d)      525 e)      529 f )      521
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Name : Answer Key

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 2,000? 1)

a)      2,008 b)      1,971 c)      1,101 d)     1,986 e)      2,908 f )     1,977

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 960?2)

a)      952 b)      957 c)      959 d)      956 e)      967 f )      954

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 420? 3)

a)      419 b)     414 c)      417 d)      426 e)      416 f )      418

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 1,300?4)

a)      1,354 b)     1,207 c)     1,285 d)      1,310 e)      1,268 f )      1,244

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 70? 5)

a)      74 b)      62 c)      71 d)      77 e)      69 f )      65

Round the numbers to the nearest hundred. Which of the following numbers round to 900?6)

a)      877 b)      957 c)      862 d)     818 e)      921 f )    802

Round the numbers to the nearest ten. Which of the following numbers round to 530?7)

a)      526 b)     532 c)      524 d)      525 e)      529 f )      521
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